Abstract: We address state-feedback stabilization of discrete-time switched systems (DTSSs) that describe a continuous-time linear time-invariant (LTI) system sampled at varying rates. We consider a setting in which the controller, in addition to applying feedback, selects and varies the sampling rate. We refer to this situation as controller-driven sampling. Our feedback control design approach relies on Lie-algebraic stability results that involve the solvability of the Lie algebra generated by the DTSS's subsystem closed-loop evolution matrices. In matrix terms, Lie-algebraic solvability is equivalent to the simultaneous triangularization of the generating matrices by means of a single similarity transformation. The present paper continues previous work based on the fact that even if the corresponding Lie algebra may be not solvable, closedloop stability can still be achieved by "approximate" triangularization. A first contribution of the present paper is to show that the Lie-algebraic stabilization problem arising for the class of DTSSs considered can be much less restrictive than for DTSSs of arbitrary form. A second contribution is the identification of a potential pitfall in the application of the approximate triangularization strategy to the class of DTSSs considered, and a suggestion to avoid it.
INTRODUCTION
Consider a continuous-time LTI system of the forṁ x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),
where x(t) ∈ R n denotes the system state, u(t) ∈ R m is the control input, the matrices A and B have compatible dimensions. We consider a setting where the system (1) may be sampled at a varying rate but where the sampling period can only adopt one of a finite number of values, all of which are known in advance. Let t k for k = 0, 1, . . ., denote the sampling instants, and define T k := t k+1 − t k , the sampling period at time t k . The setting considered implies that T k ∈ H = {h 1 , . . . , h n }, for all k, where h 1 , . . . , h n > 0 are known in advance.
The evolution of system (1) at the sampling instants can be represented by means of a discrete-time switched system (DTSS), as we next show. A switched system is described by a family of subsystems and a rule that orchestrates switching between them. Defining x k := x(t k ) and u k := u(t k ), system (1) at the sampling instants takes the form
where the switching function (the rule), i(·), satisfies i(k) ∈ n = {1, 2, . . . , n}, for all k,
the family of subsystems is {(A i , B i ) : i ∈ n}, and
Definition 1. A DTSS (2)-(3) whose subsystem matrices satisfy (4) for some A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×m and h i > 0, for all i ∈ n, will henceforth be called a variable-samplingrate (VSR)-DTSS. We will refer to the matrices A and B for which a VSR-DTSS satisfies (4) as the continuous-time (CT) matrices of the VSR-DTSS. This paper considers the state-feedback asymptotic stabilization of a VSR-DTSS (2)-(4) under arbitrary switching. Application of a state feedback law of the form
to this DTSS requires that, at time t k , the controller should have knowledge of the active subsystem i(k). This implies that, at time t k , the controller should know T k , and hence t k+1 . Such prior knowledge of the sampling instant by the controller is well justified when the controller itself decides on the subsequent sampling periods. In a networked environment where the control loop involves shared resources, even if the controller may select the sampling period one sampling instant in advance, events that are external to the control loop considered may prevent the controller from keeping a constant sampling period (see, for example, Cervin et al., 2002) . The latter fact is one of the reasons why we focus on stability under arbitrary switching. Substituting (5) into (2) yields the closed-loop DTSS
Several recent results deal with stabilization of a continuoustime LTI system under varying sampling rates in a networked environment, such as Sala (2005) , Suh (2008) , Wang and Yang (2008) , Ramos et al. (2009), and Yuan et al. (2010) . A feature common to all the latter works is the use of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) for both feedback design and stability analysis. In the context of switched systems, LMIs provide an efficient method for checking stability by verifying the existence of a quadratic Lyapunov function common (CQLF) to all subsystems. LMIs can also be used for feedback design to ensure existence of a CQLF for the closed-loop system. However, as pointed out in Wulff et al. (2009) , blind application of such LMI techniques for feedback design "lack transparency and interpretability that was a feature of classical techniques".
It is well-known that subsystem stability is not sufficient to ensure the stability of a switched system under arbitrary switching. One stability result for switched systems states that if the closed-loop subsystem evolution matrices A cl i are stable (i.e., have spectral radius less than 1) and the Lie algebra generated by {A cl i : i ∈ n} is solvable, then the closed-loop DTSS (6) will be stable under arbitrary switching (Gurvits, 1995; Theys, 2005) . For continuous-time switched systems, corresponding and more general stability results are given in Agrachev and Liberzon (2001) . Solvability of the Lie algebra generated by {A cl i : i ∈ n} is equivalent to the existence of an invertible matrix T ∈ C n×n such that T −1 A cl i T is upper triangular for i ∈ n. Definition 2. A DTSS of the form (2)-(3) for which there exist feedback matrices K i that make A cl i stable and an invertible T ∈ C n×n so that T −1 A cl i T is upper triangular for i ∈ n will henceforth be called Solvable-Lie-Algebra Stabilizable by Feedback (SLASF).
The solvability of the Lie algebra generated by a set of matrices is not robust with respect to perturbations of the generating matrix parameters. Therefore, stability results based purely on the Lie-algebraic solvability property are of very limited applicability. However, the mathematical elegance of such results, jointly with the fact that such results provide an analytical, as opposed to numerical, means of checking stability, motivated attempts to devise robust stability results and feedback design techniques related in some way to the solvability property.
A recent paper dealing with such robustification is Agrachev et al. (2010) , where conditions formulated directly in terms of the Lie brackets are given which guarantee stability under arbitrary switching and are robust to small perturbations of the system parameters. In relation to stability results involving the Lie-algebraic solvability property, Agrachev et al. point out that "the indicated lack of robustness is a shortcoming of the existing stability tests and is not an attribute of the [stabilization] problem itself ".
A different approach to such robustification idea focuses first on the simultaneous triangularization aspect of Liealgebraic solvability, which is then relaxed to "approximate" triangularization. As shown in Haimovich et al. (2009) , a DTSS is SLASF if and only if the required feedback matrices can be found by means of an iterative algorithm that solves a common eigenvector assignment problem at each iteration step. This theoretical result assumes that some method exists to seek a vector and feedback matrices so that such a vector can be made a common eigenvector by feedback. A follow-up to the results of Haimovich et al. (2009) that gives some results on how to seek such a vector and feedback matrices appears in Haimovich et al. (2011) .
The common eigenvector condition in Haimovich et al. (2009) is relaxed in Haimovich and Braslavsky (2010) , which provides a numerical version of the aforementioned iterative algorithm for single-input DTSSs with controllable subsystems, jointly with an optimization problem that seeks a vector and feedback matrices that most closely approximate the common eigenvector condition. It is also shown in Haimovich and Braslavsky (2010) that if a SLASF system exists sufficiently close to the given system, then the numerical algorithm will compute feedback matrices that ensure that the closed-loop DTSS has a CQLF. This result characterizes robust stability based on Lie-algebraic solvability by relaxing simultaneous triangularization to approximate simultaneous triangularization (see Mori et al., 1998 , for an earlier robust stability result based on approximate triangularization).
In the present paper, we apply the approach of Haimovich et al. (2009) and Haimovich and Braslavsky (2010) to VSR-DTSSs, i.e. to DTSSs of the specific form (2)-(4). We show that application to VSR-DTSSs of stability results based on Lie-algebraic solvability is not as restrictive as for DTSSs of arbitrary form. We also identify a potential pitfall that exists when applying the algorithm from Haimovich and Braslavsky (2010) to VSR-DTSSs, and suggest a possible solution. This pitfall consists in a structural tradeoff by which the algorithm may succeed in achieving approximate triangularization, but at the expense of stability. We also provide numerical examples to yield further insight into the DTSS stabilization via approximate triangularization problem.
Notation. R and C denote the sets of real and complex numbers, respectively. If B : C m → C n , Im B denotes the set {x ∈ C n : x = Bu, u ∈ C m }. ρ(A) denotes the spectral radius of A and d(v, S) the Euclidean distance between a vector v and a set S. Depending on the context, 0 denotes the real or complex number zero, or a zero matrix.
STABILIZATION VIA SIMULTANEOUS TRIANGULARIZATION
In this section, we show that a VSR-DTSS (2)- (4) is SLASF if a derived VSR-DTSS of reduced dimension is SLASF. This result is related to the fact that, since the DTSS considered is derived from sampling a single continuous-time system, we need only apply control to the unstable part of the latter system to stabilize it. In addition, our result shows that the simultaneous triangularization of the reduced-dimension DTSS implies that of the original DTSS.
Consider the matrix A, the evolution matrix of system (1). Let n s be the number of stable eigenvalues of A (those with negative real part), and n u the number of unstable eigenvalues, such that n = n s + n u . We know that there exists an invertible matrix T ∈ R n×n such that
nu×m , and such thatÃ s is Hurwitz. Operating on (4) and (7) yields
and definingÃ
it follows that
SinceÃ s is Hurwitz, thenÃ s,i = eÃ shi satisfies ρ(Ã s,i ) < 1. Note that the above derivation shows that if a DTSS with matrix pairs (A i , B i ) for i ∈ n is a VSR-DTSS, then the derived reduced-dimension DTSSs with matrix pairs (Ã s,i ,B s,i ) and (Ã u,i ,B u,i ) are both VSR-DTSSs.
The following result establishes that if the reduceddimension DTSS with matrix pairs (Ã u,i ,B u,i ) is SLASF, then the full-dimension VSR-DTSS is SLASF. Theorem 3. Suppose that there existK u,i ∈ R m×nu and an invertibleT u ∈ C nu×nu such that,
Proof. We have
where we have used (7) and (9) 
Combining (12) and (13), it follows that
Note that ρ(T −1 (14) and the latter considerations, we have
Theorem 3 states that the stabilization problem based on Lie-algebraic solvability for a VSR-DTSS (2)- (4) can be reduced to the problem corresponding to the derived reduced-dimension VSR-DTSS which corresponds to the unstable part of the underlying continuous-time system. We can immediately state the following consequence.
Corollary 4. If the continuous-time system (1) is stabilizable, no pathological sampling (Chen and Francis, 1995) occurs for the possible sampling periods, and A has only one unstable eigenvalue, then the corresponding VSR-DTSS (2)- (4) is SLASF.
Proof. Applying the transformation (7) to system (1) producesÃ u ∈ R 1×1 andB u ∈ R 1×m . Since (A, B) is stabilizable, then (Ã u ,B u ) is controllable. When pathological sampling is avoided, the pairs (Ã u,i ,B u,i ) are controllable, and henceB u,i = 0 for i ∈ n. SinceÃ u,i are scalars andB u,i are nonzero, we can findK u,i ∈ R m×1 such that ρ(Ã u,i +B u,iKu,i ) = |Ã u,i +B u,iKu,i | < 1. Being scalars,Ã u,i +B u,iKu,i are trivially upper triangular. By Theorem 3, the VSR-DTSS (2)- (4) is SLASF. 2
The following lemma states that, in general, a VSRDTSSs has a common feedback-assignable eigenvector with corresponding eigenvalue 1 for every subsystem. Lemma 5. Let A ∈ R n×n and B ∈ R n×m be the CT matrices of a given VSR-DTSS with matrix pairs (A i , B i ) and suppose that B = 0. Then, there exists K ∈ R m×n and a nonzero v ∈ R n such that
Proof. If A is singular, pick a nonzero v and w = 0 such that Av = Bw. If A is nonsingular, since B = 0, then there exists w ∈ R m and a nonzero v ∈ R n such that Av = Bw. Pick K ∈ R m×n so that BKv = −Bw. Then Av = −BKv, and premultiplying the latter equation by
where we have used (4) and hi 0 e At dtA = (A i − I). Since (17) holds for each i ∈ n, then (15) follows. 2 Corollary 6. If the continuous-time system (1) is stabilizable, then the corresponding reduced-dimension VSR-DTSS with CT matricesÃ u andB u has a common feedback-assignable eigenvector with corresponding eigenvalue 1 for every subsystem.
Proof. Since (A, B) is stabilizable, then (Ã u ,B u ) is controllable and henceB u = 0. Then, apply Lemma 5 to the VSR-DTSS with CT matricesÃ u andB u . 2
The fact that the VSR-DTSS corresponding to the unstable part of the underlying continuous-time system has a common feedback-assignable eigenvector with eigenvalue 1 (at the instability limit) is a potential pitfall for the stabilization via approximate simultaneous triangularization problem. We explain the latter problem in the next section and give insight into the aforementioned pitfall in Section 4.
STABILIZATION VIA APPROXIMATE SIMULTANEOUS TRIANGULARIZATION
The previous section shows that a VSR-DTSS, i.e. a DTSS (2)-(3) of the specific form (4), is more likely to be SLASF Preprints of the 18th IFAC World Congress Milano (Italy) August 28 -September 2, 2011 than a DTSS that is not VSR. In addition, even if a DTSS of the form (2)- (4) is not SLASF, then the search for a set of feedback matrices that make the closed-loop DTSS stable under arbitrary switching can be reduced to a search for corresponding matrices for the reduceddimension VSR-DTSS with CT matricesÃ u andB u . The latter consideration is a consequence of the following result, whose proof is straightforward. Lemma 7. Consider system (1) and let the corresponding reduced-dimension VSR-DTSS with CT matricesÃ u and B u admit a CQLF. Then, the full-dimension VSR-DTSS (2)-(4) admits a CQLF.
Previous work
We next recall previous work (Haimovich and Braslavsky, 2010) on relaxing the simultaneous triangularization by feedback condition, i.e. the SLASF condition. These results apply to single-input DTSSs with controllable subsystems. By Theorem 3 and Lemma 7, we need only focus on the VSR-DTSS corresponding to the unstable part of the underlying continuous-time system, i.e. the VSR-DTSS with CT matricesÃ u andB u . Note that if system (1) is stabilizable then (Ã u ,B u ) is controllable, and if pathological sampling is avoided, then (Ã u,i ,B u,i ) also are controllable. Therefore, in this case the results of Haimovich and Braslavsky (2010) are indeed applicable.
The feedback design strategy presented in Haimovich and Braslavsky (2010) involves an iterative algorithm (given below as Algorithm 1) which begins by setting internal matrices equal to the subsystem matrices of the DTSS to be stabilized. Here, we set these internal matrices equal tõ A u,i andB u,i (A (24); n r is the internal state dimension, see (18)]. If Procedure CEA is successful at every iteration, the algorithm iterates until dimension 1 is reached, after which it terminates. As a result, the algorithm produces feedback matricesK u,i = K n i so that the DTSS closed-loop matricesÃ u,i +B u,iKu,i are closest, in a specific sense, to being simultaneously triangularizable and stable. Procedure CEA, executed at every iteration of the algorithm [see (19)] searches for a vector, v 1 , that is closest to being a feedback-assignable common eigenvector of the internal system matrices, with corresponding stable eigenvalues, and returns such a vector jointly with the corresponding feedback matrices, F i . If the internal system state dimension is 1, then this search is trivial [see (25)]. Otherwise, this search is performed by solving an optimization problem [see (26)] that employs the cost function
the matrices
Algorithm 1: Approximate triangularisation by feedback Data:
if < n then Construct unitary matrix with first column v 1 :
and the sets
S1:={v∈C
Note from (27) that J(v) ≥ 0 always. It can be shown (Haimovich and Braslavsky, 2010 ) that J(v) = 0 if and only if v can be assigned by feedback as a common eigenvector for the internal system matrices A i and B i , i.e. if and only if there exist G i such that
with λ i ∈ C and for i ∈ n. The constraint set of the optimization (26), namely S( c , d ) in (33), is the intersection of the sets S 2 ( c ) and S 3 ( d ), defined in (31)-(33). The set S 2 ( c ) in (31) depends on the quantity c .
For c > 0, S 2 ( c ) imposes the stability constraint into the optimization problem, in the sense that if v is a unit vector and J(v) = 0, then v ∈ S 2 ( c ) if and only if λ i in (34) satisfies |λ i | ≤ 1 − c . Therefore, a unit vector that can be assigned as a common eigenvector by feedback is contained in S 2 ( c ) if and only if the magnitude of the eigenvalues corresponding to that vector for each subsystem are not greater than 1 − c (see Haimovich and Braslavsky, 2010 , for further details). The set S 3 ( d ), with d > 0, prevents the optimization from choosing a vector belonging to the image of the internal subsystem input matrices. If B 1 i = 0, the latter constraint will ensure that B i = 0 for every .
In addition to the "exact" cases when the optimization (26) finds v 1 so that J(v 1 ) = 0 at every iteration of Algorithm 1, Haimovich and Braslavsky (2010) also show that Algorithm 1 will successfully compute stabilizing feedback matrices even in approximate cases, where J(v 1 ) = 0. The optimal vector v 1 may not be real. However, even if v 1 is complex, a slight modification of Algorithm 1 will ensure that real feedback matricesK u,i are computed.
An important observation is in order regarding the choice of c > 0 in Procedure CEA, when dealing with VSRDTSSs. While choosing c as small as computationally possible increases the chances that a vector v that is nearly a common eigenvector is found, as S 2 ( c ) is enlarged, a potential pitfall is that the ensuing closed-loop system may fail to be stable if c is selected too small. Indeed, in view of Corollary 6, which establishes that all the subsystems share a common feedback-assignable eigenvector v with eigenvalue 1, then J(v ) = 0. Since the corresponding eigenvalue is 1, then v ∈ S 2 (0) and v / ∈ S 2 ( c ) for every c > 0. Hence, it is possible that if c > 0 is too small, the constrained optimization problem (26) may converge to an optimum at the boundary of S 2 ( c ) which causes the feedback matrices computed by the algorithm to render the corresponding closed-loop system approximately triangularizable but not stable. To avoid this pitfall, an additional constraint may be added to the optimization problem excluding from the constraint set the vectors whose distance to v is less than some threshold.
Graphical representations
The constraint set S( c , d ) plays a fundamental role in the optimization problem, since it imposes the stability constraint via the set S 2 ( c ). In some cases, the set S 2 ( c ), and hence S( c , d ), might be empty for every c > 0. In such a case, the stabilization via approximate simultaneous triangularization algorithm fails. In the next section we provide numerical examples that aim at yielding insight into the set S 2 ( c ) and the cost function J. The next considerations and definitions will allow us to illustrate and interpret the results.
The set S 2 ( c ) in (31) can be written as S 2 ( c ) =
(35) In addition to the numerical problems due to the selection of c , we also are interested in gaining insight into the essential constraint imposed by S 2 ( c ). We will thus be interested also in τ i (0) and S 2 (0). For visualization purposes, we will concentrate on the real vectors contained in τ i (0) and S 2 (0). Therefore, we will analyze the set
For an internal subsystem with matrices A i ∈ R nr×nr and nonzero B i ∈ R nr×1 , the vectors that can be assigned by feedback as eigenvectors are those v for which there exists G i such that (34) 
Consequently, the vectors in the set V 0 ( c ) defined as
are those vectors that can be assigned by feedback as eigenvectors common to every internal subsystem, with corresponding eigenvalues of magnitudes not greater than .
The given matrix A has two unstable eigenvalues, namely λ = 0.786 ± j4.128, and the rest strictly inside the left half-plane. We choose a suitable transformation T to take the system to the form (7), wherẽ A u = 
correspond to the unstable part of system (1). First, we will select the sampling periods h 1 = 0.2, h 2 = 0.4 and h 3 = 0.6, and a VSR-DTSS (2)-(4) with CT matrices A and B is obtained. By virtue of Theorem 3 and Lemma 7, the stabilization of the VSR-DTSS (2)-(4) based on Liealgebraic solvability is reduced to the stabilization of the two-dimensional VSR-DTSS with CT matricesÃ u andB u .
To yield insight into the optimization problem (26) which lies at the core of Procedure CEA, we plot the vectors contained in the (relaxed) constraint setS 2 , defined in (36), and evaluate the cost (27) for the vectors inS 2 at the first iteration ( = 1) of Algorithm 1, i.e. when A Therefore, every vector inS 2 , and hence every vector in S 2 ( c )∩S R 1 ⊂S 2 for c > 0, can be assigned by feedback as a common eigenvector of the internal system at iteration = 1 of Algorithm 1. At iteration = 2, the internal system is one-dimensional and hence Algorithm 1 will terminate successfully. Therefore, we conclude that the given VSR-DTSS is actually SLASF, i.e. it can be stabilized and rendered simultaneously triangularizable (exactly, not only approximately) by feedback.
Application of Algorithm 1 using c = 10 −2 and d = 10
to the system in this example yields the feedback matrices Consider now the addition of the sampling period h 4 = 0.8. The vectors contained in the setsτ i are also illustrated (scaled) in Figure 1 . The inclusion of the setτ 4 now causes S 2 to contain only the unit vectors that can be assigned by feedback as common eigenvectors with eigenvalue 1. In this case, Procedure CEA and hence Algorithm 1 terminate unsuccessfully at = 1, since S 2 ( c ) and hence S( c , d ) are empty for every c > 0. Therefore, the feedback stabilization via approximate simultaneous triangularization strategy cannot be applied to the VSR-DTSS with CT matrices given by (39) and sampling periods in {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}.
CONCLUSIONS
We have considered VSR-DTSSs, discrete-time switched systems derived from the controller-driven sampling of a continuous-time system at varying rates. We have addressed feedback stabilization based on Lie-algebraic solvability for VSR-DTSSs, namely feedback stabilization via simultaneous triangularization and via approximate simultaneous triangularization. We have established that these Lie-algebraic stabilization problems can be much less restrictive for VSR-DTSSs than for DTSSs which are not VSR. We have also identified a potential pitfall in the approximate simultaneous triangularization problem, namely that in some cases approximate simultaneous triangularization might be achieved only at the expense of stability, and suggested a solution to this pitfall. We have also given numerical examples aiming at providing further insight into the aforementioned stabilization problems.
